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Ferrari
Ahmed Mused
Mr. Dark told me to put
my Poetry Brain on.
I started to think of a
Ferrari.
I bought one last week.
My dad started feeling.
That Ferrari was spinning.
Then I crashed.
The Ferrari went like a dash.
I haven’t seen the Ferrari in ten years
‘cause it’s been in the trash.
The ocean took it away.
I couldn’t believe it
so I cut the ocean in half.

Wrinkly Fingers
Alla Said
I feel extremely tired.
I could sleep my whole life.
I’ve been cleaning so long
my fingers got dusty and wrinkly.
I’m so sick I could throw up
my whole tummy.

Lightning
Fat And Skinny
Khaloud Almaklani
There are tons of fat animals
and thousands of skinny pencils
that have fun with their lives.
Elephants play football.
Snakes write songs.
Pencils draw people.
Polar bears play volleyball.
Sharks dance silly dances.
Whales eat ice cream.
Cats write poems.
Rhinos box.
Straws drink juice.
Woods make houses.
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Muad Abbass
The yellow sun
shines like lightning.
Ben and Jerry vanilla ice cream.
So cheerful and joyful.
In the ocean,
a blue whale jumps
hearing cheering from a meter away.
Then the gloomy sky falls.
and lightning strikes
and rain pours down.
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There Goes The Spaceship

The Fate Box

Dahlia Alward

Abrahim Algalal
You’re a kid running with a big box.
You say, “Where’s the compass?”
John says, “In your bag. Fast!
The sun is turning into a shadow
Wildlife, mankind, and plants
are relying on you to bring the
sun to the world of darkness.
Your quest is to make your planet a starship.
Wildlife and human life suffer from the food chain.
When the sun comes back to this world
the population is 4,897,683,192.
81,021 have suffered from this blasterage.
Ferocious monsters
Blood-thirsty vampires
Unspeakable zombies.
You get home from the battle of doom.
The fate box is here at last.
The people full of bravery won’t stop now.

The Rush Around the World
Abrahim Algalal
Winter break
I went to sky dive
in New York.
This year my grandpa moved in.
I was surprised when my brother
got VIP tickets to a hockey game
but went to a wedding.
I’m different because I change
what I think every day.
It makes me feel alive with joy
when I go out to places with my family,
especially Cedar Point.
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I wake up to find
we have landed on Mars.
My friends are sleeping on the ground.
It must’ve been a harsh ride.
I get up to find our spaceship
floating into space.
I freak out as I jump on my friends to wake up.
They do, and we try to pull
the spaceship back down.
Soon we are lifted up as well.

When I’m At Home
Alla Said
When I play fight with my brother
he runs to the room to
hide and cover.
I try to find him
so I can give him a tickle.
My mom’s making something,
“Oooo, I smell some pickles!”
My brother peeks and smiles.
I hide under the bed.
He doesn’t hear anything
so he peeks his head out.
I try to scare him.
My mom comes in
but she doesn’t really care.
My brother quits
and I give him a big scare.
He gives me a smile.
It melts my heart.
I give him a kiss.
My sister sees
and she gets jealous.
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Don’t Be Hyper Like Me
Khaloud Almaklani

The Out of Nowhere Cube
Moheeb Nasser
The solid cube has come.
People thought they were in danger,
that it was a trick.
Five kids went
holding ropes.
They got sucked in
closing their eyes with fear,
opening their eyes with tears.
Shocked, they have seen a whole new world.
More people come.
The box is big and cool.
The people love it.

Magical Box
Maryam Sufyan
Brown, large magical box.
Everyone wanted it.
Inside is another world.
But the box is fast as lightning.
It’s not that easy to catch.
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I feel hyper like Mr. Bean.
I feel energetic like Mrs. Lion.
I was waiting a thousand hours to go outside.
While playing basketball with animals
I tripped a million times.
I’m dead
not alive.

The Theory Heard
Around The World
Abdulla F. Hussein
Ben Franklin
went outside
to find
it stormy and thunderous.
Test out his new theory of
electricity.
A key on a kite
flying high
to be shocked by
lightning.
The fizzy
hit helped tell the world.
Lightning is electricity.
That sure was a
risky activity.
But it’s good to know you have a lot of
curiosity.
Now the sky is bright
like day, everyone is excited,
shouting horayyy!
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